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Where does the story"The Kitten"take place?

Mississipi Memphis New Orlean Cleveland

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following story is about a boy who wants to get even with his father?

Misery Sredni Vashtar The Kitten Rescue at Sea

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the moral point in the story"Little Girls Wiser Than Old Men"?

Children always fight for unimportant things and we should pay attention to this issues.

Children always fight for unimportant things,but adults pass and forget them because they want to

be a good teacher for their children.

We can never act like our children because they always do wrong things.

If we change our life style and do like children,we can have big heart,goodness heart and big space

for loving each other.

3-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Why did the girls wear showy dress in the story"Little Girls Wiser Than Old Men"?

Because of Christmas Because of the Wedding Ceremony

Because of their birthday Because of Easter

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What does the"cat"symbolize in the story"Old Man at the Bridge"?

The cat in this story is a symbol of independence,does not need anybody to survive.

The cat is often used as a sacrificial animal.

It is a reference to the refugees who flee from the war.

It represents the old man and his situation.

5-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is the theme of the story"Old Man at the Bridge"?

People do not pay attention to a hard situation.

In a hard situation all of us lose our hope.

You can not move forward if you do not let go .People react differently to the same situation.

The feelings most of the people have during war time.

6-

1.

2.

3.

4.

In the"Flying Machine",what simile does Bradbury use to describe the flying machine?

"like a new dragon in the land of ancient dragons."

"Like a new horizon in a simple world."

"Like a fledging bird struggling to fly."

"Like the largest eagle in the universe of birds."

7-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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In the story"The Flying Machine",how is the wall of China assumed from the eyes of the emperor?

It was a creative construction. It was the symbol of safty.

It showed how prejudice the chinese were. It made China attractive and exotic.

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What does the doctor say after confirming Mrs.Marrald's death in the story"The Story of an

Hour"?

"Her weak heart could not bear this grief".

"It can be a suicide."

"Her weak heart could not bear the sudden joy."

"She didn't have any problem."

9-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What does the title of the story"The story of an Hour"represent?

It refers to the time that Louise Mallard married to Brently Mallard.

It refers to the time between the moments at which Louise, hears that her husband is dead and

discovers he is alive.

It refers to the time that Mrs.Mallard's friend told her very bad news.

It refers to tthe ime  between the moments at which the doctor came to Louise's house for the

first time and after she died.

10-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What's the main theme of the story"Misery"?

Animals can also be good friends for people.

Inoa's feeling of misery because of his child has died.

Lack of communication in the society and the problem of loneliness.

The feeling of friendship among people.

11-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is the point of view in the story"The Open Window"?

First person Second person

Omniscent point of view Third person

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Where did Dunna find his glove in the story"The Glove"?

In his pocket In Strong's room In his home In the street

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Why did James Dunne in the story"The Glove" go to Richard Strong's house?

In order to rob his gold ornaments.

In order to kill Richard Strong.

Because Richard Strong knew him as a prisoner.

Richard Strong was one his best friend.

14-

1.

2.

3.

4.

In the story"The sniper"why didn't the sniper shoot at the armoured car?

He was afraid the men in the armoured car start heavy fire at him.

He was afraid that the enemy sniper would find his spot.

He was waiting for the right moment to catch the enemy sniper.

He knew his bullets would never pierce the steel cover.

15-

1.

2.

3.

4.

In the story"The Sniper",why did the sniper's enemy stand up in his position?

He thought that he shot the sniper.

He wanted to make the sniper show himself.

He thought that the sniper is gone.

He thought the sniper is wounded badly.

16-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following sentences is true about "Potapov"in the story"Misery"?

He was a Carriage-driver. He was a carpenter.

He was a sledge-driver. He was a cart-driver.

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What's the old man's attitude toward the life in the story"An Old Man"?

He is able to determine the date of his death.

He has obsessive fear of death.

He accepts that he is very old and he will die soon.

He thinks that his death is under control.

18-

1.

2.

3.

4.

In the story"The Doll's House"why Brunells were not happy about their daughters' school?

Because all children with different positions were forced to mix together.

Because it was far fram their house.

Because it didn't have good teachers.

Because it was an expensive school for them.

19-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Why did Bob go to west,in the story"After Twenty Years"?

To make his fortune. To meet his family.

He had an interview for a job. He decided to escape from the police.

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What mistake was the thief talking about that all new tenants had made in the story"The House

on the Border"?

Renting the house Waiting for the thief

Not knowing where the light switches are How to threat the thief

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Why didn't the police care to arrest the thief in the story"The House on the Border"?

They were scared of him. He was a dangerous criminal.

They were friends. He robbed a house out of their authority.

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What was the man's belief about what people tell him in the story"The House on the Border"?

It was a humor for him.

He believed it's a trick for scaring tenants.

He believed that they have a kind of enemosity.

He didn't talk to the people who annoyed him.

23-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Why did the banker in the story"The Bet" lock the letter written by the lawyer in his safe?

To avoid unnecessary rumors. To kill the lawyer.

To keep it for a long time. He hated the lawyer.

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

"The human heart can not endure the burden of guilt."is a theme of the story"................".

War A Death in the Stadium

Luck The Tell-Tale Heart

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the climax of the story"A2er 20 Years"?

When Bob realized that the tall man is not his friend.

When Bob meets the tall man.

When Bob talks to the tall man.

When Bob left his country.

26-

1.

2.

3.

4.

"It was at a banquet in London in honor of one of the two or three conspicuously illustrious

English military names of generations."This sentence refers to the story".........................".

Luck An Old Man The Bet War

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Who is the writer of the story"Luck"?

Anton Chekhov Mark Twain Leo Tolestoy Aziz Nesin

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It's queer business.

strange strong excitement absurd

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They were the daughters of a spry woman.

well-known rich poor active

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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